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ABSTRACT Smart TVs allow consumers to watch TV, interact with applications, and access the Internet,
thus enhancing the consumer experience. However, the consumers are still unable to seamlessly interact with
the contents being streamed, as it is highlighted by TV-enabled shopping. For example, if a consumer is
watching a TV show and is interested in purchasing a product being displayed, the consumer can only go to
a store or access the Web to make the purchase. It would be more convenient if the consumer could interact
with the TV to purchase interesting items. To realize this use case, products in the content stream must be
detected so that the TV system notifies consumers of possibly interesting ones. A practical solution must
address the detection of complex products, i.e., those that do not have a rigid form and can appear in various
poses, which poses a significant challenge. To this end, a multicue product detection framework is proposed
for TV shopping. The framework is generic as it is not tied to specific object detection approaches. Instead,
it utilizes appearance, topological, and spatio-temporal cues that make use of a related, easier to detect object
class to improve the detection results of the target, more difficult product class. The three cues are jointly
considered to select the best path that occurrences of the target product class can follow in the video and
thus eliminate false positive occurrences. The empirical results demonstrate the advantages of the proposed
approach in improving the precision of the results.

INDEX TERMS Smart TV, TV shopping, spatio-temporal information, multimedia content analysis,
dynamic programming.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, smart TVs have raised the TV experience to a new
level by combining the TV, Internet, and PC technologies.
Consumers are able to browse the web, interact with a variety
of applications, and watch TV channels. Nevertheless, smart
TVs still do not allow consumers to seamlessly interact with
the contents being streamed. One example of such a drawback
is TV shopping. In this use case, the consumer interacts with
the TV to purchase an interesting product that is displayed
in the current show. For instance, consider the consumer is
watching a fashion show. The TV system detects hand bags
and apparel in the content stream and notifies the consumer
via a non-intrusive notification. When the consumer sees the
notification, he or she can activate it and is then presented
with the list of products detected in the show over a time
window. If the consumer is interested in an item, he or she
selects the item and proceeds to purchase it. The purchase

can be realized, for example, by providing the detected items
as search input in an online store. Clearly, such a content-
enabled application is of commercial value and would
significantly enrich the interaction of consumers with their
TV systems.

The fundamental challenge to realize TV shopping is
detecting objects in the content stream to be able to signal
consumers of interesting products. Particularly, the system
must be able to detect complex objects, i.e., those that do not
have a rigid form or can appear in a variety of poses. In the
fashion show use case, detecting hand bags is very difficult
as hand bags do not have a definitive shape, can present
deformations, be occluded by hands or arms, and appear in
many poses. The object detection task can be addressed by
considering the video as an unrelated sequence of frames
and perform static object detection [1]–[5]. On the other
hand, it can be tackled by utilizing the additional information
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offered by the progression of the video sequence [6]–[12].
Nevertheless, most of these approaches fail to detect complex
objects and perform well only on ideal conditions. In the case
of video based approaches, these mostly concentrate on using
motion information to detect moving objects, which may not
work well for difficult objects; in the case of hand bags, the
motion of the bag would be masked by the motion of the
person carrying the bag.

The significant challenge posed by complex objects gives
rise to using additional information to improve the detection
results. For still images, most approaches employ additional
information from co-occurrence and/or spatial relationships
between object labels [13]–[20], but these do not incorporate
the temporal information embedded in video sequences. Very
few approaches do address the temporal information as an
additional cue [21]–[23]. However, most of these are meant
for surveillance applications, which have different require-
ments and scene characteristics than those of fashion shows.
The latter are characterized by many shots with varying back-
ground motion, making very difficult the differentiation of
foreground motion.

Building upon the idea of utilizing additional information
to improve detection results, this article proposes a generic,
multi-cue product detection framework for TV shopping. The
approach is generic as is not tied to a specific detection
approach. It makes use of multi-cue information to enhance
the detection of complex objects in unconstrained video
sequences, i.e., no assumptions are made about foreground
or backgroundmotion in the video. Three cues are considered
to detect objects of a target product class. The first one is the
appearance cue, which dictates that the visual appearance of
an object must represent the target product class. The second
and third are topological and spatio-temporal cues, which
consider the relationship between the target product class and
a related, easier-to-detect object class. Within a video frame,
the topological cue enforces a spatial relationship between
detections of both classes. Across consecutive frames, the
spatio-temporal cue assumes there is a correlation between
the spatial positions of detections in both classes. The three
cues are jointly considered to formulate an optimization prob-
lem that selects the best path objects of the target product class
can follow in the video. Then, detections that do not belong
to the selected path are regarded are false positive detections.
To the be best of our knowledge, the proposed approach is
the first attempt to combine appearance, spatio-temporal, and
topological information into a path-optimization problem to
enhance object detection in unconstrained video sequences.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III presents the proposed
multi-cue product detection framework. Section IV describes
the experiments and results. Finally, Section V concludes this
article.

II. RELATED WORK
The utilization of additional information has been approached
in recent years to try to overcome the challenges posed by

object detection. Plenty of approaches tackle this task in
static images utilizing co-occurrence and/or spatial relation-
ships [13]–[20], [24], [25]. However, very few approaches
address this problem for videos. These additionally include
temporal relationships to exploit the inherent spatio-temporal
information [21]–[23].

A. CO-OCCURRENCE AND SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
Even though they utilize additional information to aid object
detection, the following approaches are intended for image
data and thus do not take into consideration temporal
information.

Galleguillos et al. [15] present an object detection frame-
work that utilizes co-occurrence and spatial relationships
as an additional source of information. Their framework is
called CoLA for co-occurrence, location, and appearance.
It first segments the objects based on their appearance,
and the contextual information is integrated via a condi-
tional random field (CRF) that aims at maximizing the
agreement between object labels. The spatial information
consists of four relationships: above, below, inside, and
around, where each relationship is represented via a
context matrix that encodes corresponding co-occurrence
information.

Heitz et al. [14] propose a probabilistic framework that
models contextual information to enhance the detection
results of off-the-shelf detectors. It does so by rescoring the
detections scores with the intent of lowering the scores of
false-positive detections. The framework captures contextual
relationships between ‘‘stuff’’ (i.e., regions with homoge-
neous or repetitive patterns) and ‘‘things’’ (i.e., monolithic
objects) and does not require manual labeling of the ‘‘stuff’’
regions, only limited ground-truth labeling of object detec-
tions. In this sense, this approach combines co-occurrence
and spatial relationships. Image regions (‘‘stuff’’) are pro-
vided as input to this approach, and the framework clusters
the regions based on their ability to serve as context for
object detection. A probabilistic model is then learned to link
detections with ‘‘stuff’’ clusters.

Zheng et al. [20] propose a context-modeling framework
that extends the idea of Heitz et al. [14]. The authors cat-
egorize types of context as ‘‘Scene-Thing’’, ‘‘Stuff-Stuff’’,
‘‘Thing-Thing’’, and ‘‘Thing-Stuff’’, and their framework
models ‘‘Thing-Thing’’ and ‘‘Thing-Stuff’’ contexts by
learning co-occurrence and spatial contextual relationships.
Contextual information is represented via a polar geometric
context descriptor. The framework then utilizes a maximum
margin context (MMC) model to evaluate the usefulness of
contextual information and fuse context information with
appearance information. It does so by discriminatively learn-
ing a context risk function that measures the rank infor-
mation between true positive and false positive detections.
The empirical results on several PASCAL VOC datasets
show that the framework outperforms that of Heitz et al. [14]
for some concepts and achieves similar performance for
others.
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B. ADDITIONAL TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIP
The following approaches target video data and include
temporal information.

However, most of them target surveillance applica-
tions, which have different requirements and assumptions
(e.g., fixed camera) that are invalid in the TV shopping use
case.

Sheikh et al. [21] introduce an object detection frame-
work for surveillance videos that is able to model dynamic
backgrounds. Different from previous approaches, the frame-
work does not model pixel intensities as independent random
variables; instead, the framework models the background
as a single probability density using non-parametric kernel
density estimation over joint location-color representation of
image pixels. Object detection is approached by also main-
taining a foreground model that is modeled similarly to that
of the background and using both models competitively in
a decision framework. The foreground model is enhanced
with a temporal criterion, under which foreground objects are
assumed to maintain small frame-to-frame color transforma-
tions and spatial changes. The decision framework is based on
a maximum a posteriori Markov Random Field (MAP-MRF),
which transforms the problem of object detection into a
pixel-level binary classification problem that combines the
foreground and background probability models in the like-
lihood function for each pixel. Even though this approach
models dynamic backgrounds, it does so specifically for
surveillance videos and thus assumes a fixed camera. Hence,
it cannot be applied in completely unconstrained videos.

Yan et al. [22] propose to use pairwise constraints to aid
video object classification with insufficient labeled data in
surveillance videos. Indicating whether two examples are of
the same class or not, pairwise constraints exploit the spatio-
temporal continuity of video streams. As an example, the
authors illustrate their method with the use case of classify-
ing people’s identities. In this task, two overlapping objects
from consecutive frames can be considered to have the same
identity, but two objects that appear in the same video frame
cannot. Moreover, identities can be differentiated using a face
comparison mechanism, which represents another source of
pairwise constraints, instead of building statistical models for
every possible subject. The authors present three discrimina-
tive learning methods that minimize the regularized empir-
ical risk and incorporate pairwise constraints by penalizing
their violation. This approach focuses on a use case that is
different from TV shopping, where the definition of pairwise
constraints is not directly applicable. In addition, it is meant
for surveillance videos.

Yang et al. [23] introduce an object tracking framework
that utilizes additional information to diminish the possibility
of drifting. Their idea is to automatically mine auxiliary
regions that have high co-occurrence and motion correla-
tion, at least for a short period of time, with the target
object and use their collaborative tracking to prevent the
target tracker from drifting. Such auxiliary regions consist
of ‘‘significant’’ color regions that are obtained using the

classical split-merge quad-tree color segmentation and are
represented via color histograms. Using simple histogram
matching, coherent color regions are matched as the frame
sequence progresses, a transaction set is constructed, and
regions with high co-occurrence with the target object are
chosen as candidate auxiliary regions. Such candidate regions
are then tracked using a mean-shift tracker. The framework
determines the candidate regions that havemotion correlation
with the target object via a subspace analysis on an assumed
affine model between the candidate auxiliary regions and the
target object. Once co-occurrent, motion-correlated auxiliary
regions are determined, collaborative tracking is achieved by
modeling a random field among the auxiliary regions and
the target object. The random field is formulated under a
Markov network with a star topology, and a two-step belief
propagation algorithm is used to estimate the posterior prob-
abilities of the network. Lastly, the framework includes a
mechanism to detect inconsistent tracking estimates, which
are regarded as outliers. If the outlier is an auxiliary object,
then it is removed from the collaborative tracking; however,
if the outlier is the target object, then it is considered to be
experiencing occlusion or drift, and it is suspended from the
tracking temporarily. This approach uses auxiliary regions to
improve object tracking, which can be considered to have
the same purpose as the occurrences of the related object
class in the proposed framework. However, the method is
different than the proposed one and assumes that auxiliary
regions can be both obtained via color segmentation and
tracked by a simplemean-shift tracker, which are not practical
assumptions in the TV shopping use case.

III. MULTI-CUE PRODUCT DETECTION
As previously introduced, effectively addressing the TV
shopping use case requires the detection of possibly complex
objects of a target product class C in an unconstrained video
sequence V = {Fi}, whereFi is the ith frame in V . Hence, the
problem at hand consists of obtaining the product occurrences
of class C in V . This article proposes to solve the stated prob-
lem by dividing D into shots {Sk}, followed by detecting all
product occurrences of class C in each shotSi using additional
cues. More specifically, the approach consists of two steps
that are applied on Si. Firstly, an object detector is executed
on each frame. The detection threshold of the particular object
detector is lowered to increase the changes of detecting com-
plex objects, at the expense of increasing the number of false
positive detections but increasing the changes of detecting
complex product occurrences. Secondly, additional cues are
utilized to obtain the optimal path product occurrences should
follow across Si. The optimal path identifies the true positive
occurrences and serves to weed out false positive detections.
Since the video is divided into shots, it is assumed the shot-
boundary method employed for this task will not fragment a
continuous scene into many separate shots.

The additional cues consist of appearance, topological, and
spatio-temporal relationships. The appearance cue refers to
the visual appearance of the target product class, i.e., how
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FIGURE 1. Example of how the appearance cue helps discern
between possible object detections.

much influence has the visual appearance of the object in
determining its class. An example of this cue is depicted
in figure 1. It represents the task of detecting bags in fashion
shows, where the target product class is ‘‘bags’’. An object
detector for bags could generate the three bounding boxes
shown in the figure. However, the visual features of the red
bounding box should indicate that indeed this is the correct
detection. The detection score of each bounding box can be
used to quantify the visual information. Additionally, besides
analyzing a frame in a vacuum, the appearance cue applies
to nearby frames. Product occurrences in a neighborhood
of frames must have similar visual appearance as the same
object should have small changes in appearance from frame
to frame.

In contrast, the topological and spatio-temporal cues refer
to relations the target product class has with a related object
class CR. An implicit requirement is the related object class
must be easier to detect in the sense there is a mature tech-
nology that robustly detects objects of CR. For example, for
the task of detecting bags in fashion shows, the related object
class is ‘‘faces’’. The technology for face detection is quite
robust, and thus it is possible to use face detection results
to enhance the detection of objects of the class ‘‘bags’’.
Nonetheless, false positive detections of the related object
class can still occur. The topological relationship constricts
the possible locations for occurrences of the target product
class with respect to locations of occurrences of the related
object class. Resuming the fashion show example, in the
case the model is carrying a bag as depicted in figure 2,
there is a clear positional relationship between the model’s
face and the bag. Based on this topological relationship, it
is clearly possible to use the position of the model’s face
to restrict the possible locations for the bag. Lastly, the pro-
gression of video frames creates a spatio-temporal correlation
between consecutive positions of the target product class and
consecutive positions of the related object class, as depicted
in figure 3a. Another example suitable for the related object
class in fashion shows is ‘‘persons’’. Figure 4 depicts the
positional relationship between the bag and the model.

Based the multiple cues, the proposed approach analyzes
the best path occurrences of the target product class can

FIGURE 2. Example of topological relationship between ‘‘bags’’
and ‘‘faces’’ in a fashion show. Yellow bounding boxes
depict object detections.

FIGURE 3. Illustration of the optimal path. (a) Spatio-temporal
correlation between paths of the target product class and the
related object class. (b) The optimal path according to the
multiple cues is selected, pruning false positive detections of
the target product class.

follow in a video shot. Figure 3b depicts how the optimal path
weeds out false positive detections. In a succession of video
frames {Fi}

M
i=1, let a possible path be P = {Oi}

M
i=1, where

Oi is an occurrence of the target product class in Fi; Q(P) be
the quality of P; andRi is an occurrence of the related object
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FIGURE 4. Example of topological relationship between ‘‘bags’’
and ‘‘persons’’ in a fashion show.

class in Fi. The definition of Q(P) is based on the following
criteria imposed by the aforementioned cues.

A. APPEARANCE
The appearance cue is modeled as the probability P(Oi|C),
which can be obtained by training an object detector to detect
occurrences of the target product class. Any object detection
can be utilized, but it is recommended a robust one that
can detect occlusions and pose variations. The trained object
detector must provide P(Oi|C) as well as the corresponding
bounding box, i.e., the location and size of Oi. Moreover,
consecutive product occurrences in the path must have a high
appearance similarity, which is defined by

�(Oi,Oj) =

{
0 if i ≤ 0
s(τ (Oi), τ (Oj)) otherwise

(1)

where i < j, τ (.) is the feature vector representation of a
product occurrence’s bounding box, and s(.) is a function that
measures the similarity between the feature vectors of two
occurrences, where the image of s(.) is [0, 1].

B. TOPOLOGICAL
Based on the location of the related object class, the topolog-
ical cue specifies the set of locations from which a product
occurrence should not deviate in a frame. With respect to the
example of detecting bags in a fashion show, occurrences of
‘‘bags’’ should not be located too far from the location of the
model’s face. This requirement is modeled via the following
function:

9(Oi) =
dl(l(Oi), l(Ri))

bm
(2)

where l(.) provides the location of a detection in the video
frame, dl(.) is the Euclidean distance between two positions
in the frame, and bm is a constant that measures the diagonal
length of the video frames. Hence, 9(Oi) assigns larger
values the farther the product occurrence is from the related
object, and its image is in [0, 1]. It is important to highlight
that9(.) can be defined differently depending on the use case.

C. SPATIO-TEMPORAL
With respect to the path of the related object class, the
spatio-temporal cue imposes a similar within-path deviation
in the trajectory of the target product class. This constraint is
modeled via the function:

0(Oi,Oj)

=

0 if i ≤ 0
min(dl(Oi,Oj), dl(Ri,Rj))

max(dl(Oi,Oj), dl(Ri,Rj))+ ε
otherwise

(3)

where i < j and ε is a small constant ≥ 0 to avoid dividing
by zero. The function 0(.) is proportional to the translational
difference between the target product class and the related
object class, and its image is in [0, 1].

The best path P∗ that occurrences of the target product
class can follow in {Fi}must have the highest

∑M
i=1 P(Oi|C),

the highest
∑M

i=1�(Oi−1,Oi), the lowest
∑M

i=19(Oi), and

the highest
∑M

i=1 0(Oi−1,Oi). The optimal path can then be
obtained by solving the following optimization problem:

maximize Q(P)

=

M∑
i=1

{
αP(Oi|C)+ β�(Oi−1,Oi)γ

[
1−9(Oi)

]
+ (1− α − β − γ )0(Oi−1,Oi)

}
(4)

where α, β, and γ are weight parameters in [0, 1].
For practical considerations, it is worth discussing the case

where there are no occurrences of the related object class in
a video shot. This scenario can be handled by equation (4)
by setting γ = 0 and α + β = 1, such that the influence
of the topological and spatio-temporal cues becomes nil. The
optimization problem then equates to

maximize Q(P) =
M∑
i=1

{
αP(Oi|C)+ β�(Oi−1,Oi)

}
(5)

Equation (5) is a specific case of equation (4) that only
considers the appearance cue, and thus the accuracy of the
results largely depends on the performance provided by the
detector of the target product class.

The optimal solution to equation (4) can be efficiently
obtained using dynamic programming (DP). Let Pk denote
the path formed by the first k elements in P . Firstly, the cost
function Gk (Pk ) is created to represent the maximum cost
solution for the first k elements ofP subject to the kth element
is Ok :

Gk (Pk ) = maximize Pk−1Q(Pk ) (6)

It is clear that maximizing GM (PM ) implies maximizing
Q(P). In addition, Gk+1(Pk+1) can be written as:

Gk+1(Pk+1)

= Gk (Pk )+
{
αP(Ok+1|C)+β�(Ok ,Ok+1)γ

[
1−9(Ok+1)

]
+ (1− α − β − γ )0(Ok ,Ok+1)

}
(7)
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which shows that the selection of the k + 1 occurrence in the
path does not depend on the previously selected occurrences.
This recursive representation makes the next step of the opti-
mization process independent of the previous step, which is
the foundation of DP.

Therefore, the problem can be interpreted as finding the
longest path in a weighted, directed acyclic graph (DAG)
G = (V ,E,w), where V is the set of vertices consisting of
all the product occurrences found in {Fi}

M
i=1, E is the set of

edges {(Oi,Oi+1)}whereOi is a product occurrence inFi and
Oi+1 in Fi+1, and w : E → (R) is an edge-weight function
that assigns a weight to each edge as follows:

w(Oi,Oi+1)

=

{
αP(Oi+1|C)+ β�(Ok ,Oi+1)γ

[
1−9(Ok+1)

]
+ (1− α − β − γ )0(Oi,Oi+1)

}
(8)

Obtaining the longest path in the DAG via DP takes
O(Mt2max), where tmax where tmax is the maximum number
of object appearances in a frame of {Fi}.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section presents and analyzes experiments that demon-
strate the advantages of the proposed multi-cue product
detection approach. The experiments were conducted in
a MacBook Pro with 4GB of RAM, 200GB of HDD, a
dual core Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU, and 512MB of video
memory. The proposed approach was implemented using
Matlab 2012a [26] and OpenCV 2.4.5 [27].

The evaluation was performed on fashion shows as they
provide commercial value to a prototype TV shopping
system. Three fashion show videos were obtained from
YouTube [28]with high resolution. Figure 5 shows a few sam-
ple frames. Given the requiredmanual labeling and evaluation
efforts, a 2,074-frame clip was extracted from each video, for
a total of 6,222 frames with a resolution of 576 × 324. The
extracted clips from the videos are referred to as VC1, VC2,
and VC3. The target product class consists of hand bags,
which represent a significant detection challenge as described
in the introduction, and the models’ faces make up the related
object class. Figure 2 shows bounding boxes for these two
classes.

Color histograms were utilized as the feature representa-
tion τ (.) required in equation (1), with histogram intersection
used as the similarity function s(.). In addition, to detect
occurrences of the target and related classes, the following
object detectors were utilized:
• The widely utilized Viola-Jones object detector [29] was
used to detect the models’ faces. The implementation
and trained models that are provided by OpenCV 2.4.5
were incorporated into the Matlab implementation of
the proposed approach via the mexopencv [30] library,
which provides Matlab mex functions for the OpenCV
library.

FIGURE 5. Sample frames from test videos.

• The discriminatively trained object detector based on
deformable part models of Felzenszwalb et. al [1], [31]
was utilized to detect hand bags. It represents variable
object classes by using mixtures of deformable part
models at different scales. This detector has achieved
state-of-the-art results in the PASCAL object detection
challenges [32], and its ability to detect non-rigid defor-
mations and partial occlusions in the objects makes it
a suitable approach for detecting hand bags. Moreover,
a Matlab implementation of this approach is available
online [31], which was directly incorporated into the
proposed approach. To train this detector, 500 frames
were extracted from the three fashion show videos
(excluding the extracted clips). Out of the 500 frames,
250 were positive frames (i.e., contained hand bags),
while the other 250 were negative frames (i.e., no hand
bags). The bounding boxes for the hand bags in the
positive set were manually labeled, thus creating the
ground-truth set of bounding boxes.

The experiments consisted in comparing the detection
performance of the proposed approach with three other
approaches.

The first comparison is with the approach of
Sheikh et al. [21], referred to as the surveillance-application
approach. It is representative of the majority methods that
use temporal information, which are meant for surveillance
videos. Since they assume a fixed camera, these approaches
are not suitable for fashion shows that are characterized by
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many shots and varying background motion. Nevertheless,
the comparison with the proposed approach is made to vali-
date this claim. To make a proper comparison, the clips VC1,
VC2, and VC3 were divided into shots, and the approach
of Sheikh et al. was executed for each shot. The code
was obtained from the project’s web site.1 It generates a
detection mask for each frame, which was post-processed
using morphological operators. The resulting regions were
then represented by bounding boxes. For this and following
comparisons, the proposed approach was executed with the
weight parameters α, β, and γ of equation (1) set to 1

4 ; i.e., it
equally utilized all the equations derived from the three cues.

TABLE 1. Detection results for the surveillance-application
approach.

TABLE 2. Detection results for the proposed approach.

Tables 1 and 2 show the detection results in terms of
precision and recall values. Precision is defined as the fraction
of predicted bounding boxes that are true positives, and recall
is defined as the fraction of ground-truth bounding boxes that
are predicted. A bounding box is considered true positive
if it overlaps more than 50% of the ground-truth bounding
box; otherwise, it is considered a false positive. Moreover,
if multiple bounding boxes are predicted that overlap with
the same ground-truth bounding box, only one is considered
correct, and the other ones are labeled as false positives.
Precision-recall curves were not generated as the approach
of Sheikh et al. does not generate detection scores.

As shown in the tables, the proposed approach significantly
outperforms the surveillance-application approach. For all
three clips, the proposed approach achieved higher recall
values as well as precision values over 0.90. On the other
hand, the maximum values achieved by the surveillance-
application approach were 0.14 precision and 0.21 recall.
Such a difference in performance highlights the claim that
approaches meant for surveillance videos are not appropri-
ate for unconstrained video sequences. Additionally, some
complex object classes such as hand bags are very difficult
to detect using mainly motion estimation as these are likely
to be immersed in the motion of the person carrying them.

The other comparisons are with the following three
approaches, which assume nothing about background motion
in the video sequences. The first one is a ‘‘plain’’ prod-
uct detection approach, which does not use any additional

1http://crcv.ucf.edu/projects/backgroundsub/

cues and consists of performing object detection on each
frame of the video sequence. The second approach is that of
Heitz et al. [14] that uses a things-and-stuff (TAS) context
model as described in section II. This approach is represen-
tative of methods that do not use temporal cues. They can
be applied to the TV shopping use case by processing each
frame of the video sequence individually. The TAS approach
was chosen as its goal is in line with the proposed approach.
That is, it is not tied to a specific detection approach but
rather utilizes contextual information to enhance the detection
results of object detectors. The code was obtained online,2 the
CEDD features [33] were used to represent the image regions
this approach uses for context, and the code was trained using
the same ground-truth bag data used to train object detector of
Felzenszwalb et. al. Finally, the third approach consists of one
sub-optimal version of the proposed approach. This version
sets the weight parameters α and β to 0.5, thus effectively
disabling both the topological and spatio-temporal cues to
be able to analyze their combined effect. For each frame,
each approach predicts bounding boxes of the hand bags
alongwith corresponding detection scores. These scores were
thresholded to then obtain precision-recall curves for each
clip.

FIGURE 6. Precision-recall curve for VC1.

Figures 6, 7, and 8 depict the precision-recall curves for
VC1, VC2, and VC3, respectively. As shown, the proposed
approach significantly outperforms both the plain product
detection and TAS detection approaches in terms of precision.
The advantage is achieved by removing a significant number
of false positive detections and thus improving the precision
for the same recall value. For VC1, the maximum recall
achieved is 0.38, at which the proposed approach obtains
a precision of 0.94 vs 0.56 for the plain object detector
(67.86% improvement) and 0.57 for the TAS approach
(64.91% improvement). For VC2, the maximum recall
achieved is 0.54, at which the proposed approach obtains
a precision of 0.92 vs 0.43 for the plain object detection

2http://ai.stanford.edu/~gaheitz/Research/TAS/
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FIGURE 7. Precision-recall curve for VC2.

FIGURE 8. Precision-recall curve for VC3.

(113.56% improvement) and 0.36 for the TAS approach
(155.56% improvement). For VC3, the maximum recall
achieved is 0.31, at which the proposed approach obtains
a precision of 0.97 vs 0.66, (47.07% improvement) and
0.63 for the TAS approach (53.97% improvement). Sample
bounding boxes generated by the proposed and sub-optimal
approaches in VC1 are depicted in figure 9. The sub-optimal
detector generates both true positive (red bounding boxes)
and false positive (yellow bounding boxes) detections due
to the difficulty of detecting hand bags. On the other hand,
the proposed approach is able to eliminate the false positive
boxes. This result empirically proves the claim that the pro-
posed approach can be used with a low detection threshold to
increase the recall of complex objects but still achieve high
precision values.

Figure 10 highlights the improvement in precision of
the proposed approach compared to that of the sub-optimal
version. As shown, the improvement is zero for low recall
values but rises as the recall increases. A maximum improve-
ment of 8.15% is achieved for VC1, 14.80% for VC2,
and 8.92% for VC3. The reason for a larger improvement
in VC2 is that more false positive detections were corrected

FIGURE 9. Examples of predicted bounding boxes for hand bags
in clip VC1. The plain product detection approach predicts all
bounding boxes (both yellow and red ones), whereas the
proposed multi-cue approach only predicts the red boxes and
eliminates the yellow boxes as false positives.

FIGURE 10. Precision improvement (%) of the proposed
approach vs. the sub-optimal version.

by using the topological and spatio-temporal cues. Moreover,
this result underlines the importance of utilizing the related
object class in achieving higher precision at larger recall
values.

Another aspect worth discussing is the improved perfor-
mance of the plain detection approach over that of the TAS
approach, in all three video clips. The TAS approach failed
to correctly rescore a significant portion of the detections.
An example of which is depicted in figure 11, where the red
bounding box is the one that was scored the highest by the
TAS approach in that frame. The explanation is that the image
regions used by the TAS approach as context around the hand
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FIGURE 11. Example of incorrect rescoring by TAS approach.

bags are very similar to those around other parts of the model,
which makes it difficult for the TAS approach to correctly
rescore the detections.

TABLE 3. Maximum recall achieved.

Moreover, it is important to highlight that the relatively
low recall values reported in the precision-recall curves do
not detriment the applicability of the proposed approach on
fashion shows. These values can be considered to be on a
‘‘per occurrence’’ basis, i.e., computed for each true positive
bounding box. However, for the purpose of TV shopping, the
important criterion is to detect each particular bag at least
once, and not necessarily on all the frames the bag appears on.
For example, if a bag appears consecutively from frames 1
through 100 as the model walks through the stage, it can
be considered a successful product detection if the bag is
detected on a subset of the 100 frames, even if it is detected
only once or twice. The rationale is that the consumer will
still be notified of the existence of a possibly interesting bag.
Hence, it can be stated that recall on a ‘‘per product’’ basis
is more important. Table 3 compares the per-occurrence and
per-product recall values for the three clips. It shows that
on a per-product basis, the recall is very high, achieving 1.0
for both VC1 and VC2, and 0.9 for VC3. Precision, on the
contrary, still should be considered on a per-occurrence basis
as having to many false-positive occurrences has a negative
impact on the usability of the system.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The lack of content understanding does not allow smart TVs
to provide consumers with a seamless TV shopping experi-
ence. To purchase interesting items displayed in the current
TV show, consumers must inconveniently resort to a store or
the Web. Object detection is one of the tasks that is required
for realizing the TV shopping use case, but the detection of
complex objects poses a significant challenge. To this end,
this article proposes a multi-cue product detection framework
for TV shopping. Three main characteristics define the pro-
posed approach. Firstly, it is generic in the sense that it is

not tied to a specific object detection approach. Secondly, it
does not make any assumption about motion in the video.
Thirdly, it utilizes three cues as additional information to
improve the detection results of a target product class. The
appearance cue is related to the probability of a product
occurrence of corresponding to the target class. The other
two consists of topological and spatio-temporal relationships
between the target product class and a related, easier-to-
detect object class. These enforce spatial relationships within
a video frame and across consecutive frames, respectively.
The proposed approach jointly considers the three cues as a
path-optimization problem that aims at selecting the correct
product occurrences and weed out false positive detections.
The empirical results demonstrate the advantages of the pro-
posed framework in improving the detection results.

Future work comprises three aspects. The first one is
extending the experimental results with three scenarios:
(a) using another related object class, e.g., ‘‘persons’’ for
which robust detectors exist in the literature; (b) handling
other target product classes such as apparel, shoes, and/or
watches, and (c) employing different detectors for the target
product class. Since the proposed detection framework is
independent of the detectionmechanism utilized for the target
product class, handling other product classes entails training
detectors and plugging them into the framework. Accuracy
results for these may vary according to the chosen detec-
tor, but the proposed framework is likely to enhance the
performance via the additional information provided by the
related object class. Moreover, analyzing the performance
results produced by different detectors will yield important
conclusions on the benefits provided by the related object
class with respect to different accuracy levels obtained for the
target product class. The second aspect of future work is the
development of a distributed system that allows the real-time
application of the proposed product detection framework.
The computational performance of the proposed framework
mainly depends on the computational cost of detecting the
related objects and target products in each frame. Neverthe-
less, within a shot, frames can be processed in parallel, and
the proposed optimization problem can be efficiently solved
once all objects in the shot have been obtained. Hence, the
detection phase can be distributed and parallelized to achieve
the desired performance. The third one is the applicability of
the framework in other TV shopping use cases such as on-
demand movies. Such a use case involves the same functional
requirements as that of fashion shows, except that on-demand
movies can be batched-processed offline and the results saved
for future retrieval.
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